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Happy New Year!
What a year we had in 2016. Looking back over the newsletters has been
fantastic, we have achieved a lot and learnt so much and our resolution for
2017 can only be to keep building on that.
A perfectly fitting end to 2016 was our fabulous SWADS Christmas party,
attended by over 60 of the lovely people who use our service and volunteer for
us. A classic buffet of sausage rolls, sandwiches and pineapple and cheese on
sticks was carefully prepared by the staff and went down a storm, followed by a
spot of karaoke enjoyed by all. Our Quiz master this year was our volunteer,
Jay, who did a sterling job of maintaining order throughout the famous SWADS
Christmas Quiz. Congratulations to our winning team 'Sam's Sensations!'

This year our artists from the new view art room will choose a piece of art work
each month which will then be made into a SWADS calender for 2018! With so
much beautiful work being created we can only apologise for not making one
sooner, and so will select a second piece of work each month to share with our
news letter readers! We have chosen this vibrant Parrot by Patrick and hope it
keeps us going through the chilly January weather to a lovely spring and summer
ahead.

A Soul Full of Light
On the 14th of December the SWADS team thought they'd practice a little of what they
preach and spent the day creating their own song. Now I have to say, I suspect I wasn't
the only one feeling a little nervous at the prospect of writing and then singing a song that
would later be broadcast on the the radio. However, with our in house Arts
Psychotherapist, Bob Heath, at the helm, a wonderful day was had by all and 'A Soul Full
of Light' was created. The day started with some drumming, humming and breathing
exercises, followed by some word games to help us create our lyrics. Bob put together
some simple chords on his guitar and in a short space of time we had our song, a little
rough round the edges but a song. It was then time to move into the studio and start
recording. We were given no time for nerves, just a set of head phones and a
microphone and together, believe it or not, we made a lovely sound! Our musicians,
Mike, Bob and Rich worked together to record the music to which our words were set
and in no time at all our track was complete. We are incredibly proud of our song and if
you are looking for a team building exercise that will really make a difference then get in
touch, and have a listen to our creation 'A Soul Full of
Light'.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7fsGsbmKtc

#RunStephRun

By Steph Collins
The first mile is always the hardest, but once you get past that it honestly does
get easier. Running has become a big part of my life. I also believe that running
has helped me on my road to recovery. Just being outside amongst nature is
good for the mind, along with all the endorphin's that are released as you go.
I’ve found that running can also be a form of escapism. When I run I feel free. I
can almost escape from any worries that may be dragging me down.
The first race I entered into was a 10k. This was a challenge but the hard work I
had put into my training allowed me finish the race in under an hour. I felt a
huge sense of achievement from this. I then decided to push myself a little
more. The next race I entered was a half marathon. However, I had signed up
quite late and not allowed myself enough time to train properly. I learned a
valuable lesson after tearing ligaments in my foot and not being able to take
part in the race at all. In hindsight, running six miles a day for several weeks,
would of course do my body damage.
This time I’ve decided to do it properly and for a good cause. I’ve been at
Swads for about nine months now and being here has helped me in so many
ways. I came along as a client and I am now a volunteer here. Without Swads
I’m not quite sure where I would be. So running on behalf of them is the least I
can do to show my gratitude. I am raising money by running the Half Bath
Marathon which takes places on the 12th March. Thirteen miles is going to be a
challenge, but it will definitely be worth it. I’d really appreciate your help and
support in raising money for Swads. Many thanks.
To hear more from Steph, show your support and Donate just follow the link
https://www.facebook.com/swadsfundraiser/

Our Time 4 Us Group continues
to support people who have
been effected by a loved ones
addiction. Help every Monday
evening at 6pm, contact one of
the SWADS team if you'd like to
come along.

Don't forget to tune in to the Sound
of Swads Art and Soul Show. If
you've missed it you can always
catch up on our you tube
channel. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7BEdIHv1ufs
We'd also like to introduce and
thank, James 'Ozzy' Osborne, who
is now volunteering to help create
and manage our radio show!

A Poem by Scott Cowley AKA
'Rusty Goat'  SWADS
Supporting you on your journey of
recovery,
Wellbeing development and your
discovery,
Allowing expression and releasing
your potential,
Developing you and unlocking your
creativity,
Supporting ability and your onward
stability.

SWADS would like to thank the kind
people at Swindon Artists Forum,
who will now be displaying SWADS
artwork in their Gallery and Shop on
the first floor of the Brunel Centre.
We will be rotating art work
frequently and much will be for sale!
Please support our artists and go
and have a look.

Meditation Medic, Catherine Bailey
will be running futher meditation
classes at our home in Milton road
Art in March at Milton Rd
In March SWADS will be proud to
host an exhibition of work
celebrating the life of Michael

later this year. Get in touch to
register your interest.
info@swads.org.uk

Freeman.
In 2015 Michael sadly passed away
following a battle with drug and
mental health problems. The
exhibition will be curated with the
help of his parents, Gillian and
Brian who attend our Bereaved by
Addiction group, will kindly choose a
selection from his legacy of
beautiful artworks for display.
Details of the opening and private
view to follow in next months
newsletter.

Barbs bit on the side January 2017
It’s that time of year again when I think to myself shall I set a New Year’s resolution? This year I have
decided that I am not going to because when I look at creating one it doesn’t last…over the years I have
tried to get to a size 10 by Easter etc and it never lasts more than a few weeks because I lose focus and

get bored.
This year I have reframed my thinking and decided that instead of an unrealistic resolution I will set a
realistic goal. I thought about what interests me and discussed it with my lovely partner, he was very
supportive and helped me to find something that we are both enthusiastic about.
Fresh air, countryside, trying to improve fitness without expensive gyms etc…...and we came up with
‘Dorothy!’
I have owned Dorothy for 18 months now and she has barely seen the light of day, even though I love
her so. Why didn’t I think of her sooner?
So together we are aiming to use a free Swindon cycle map and start marking off the routes. If you
would like to share our goal, then it is possible to get a map from Swindon Libraries or download one
from the internet. I have attached a PDF link at the bottom of the page. Bicycles are often inexpensive
second hand and if you want to source a reconditioned one then it’s worth a look at BOOTH House
Recycles are in Princess Street.
http://www.swindontravelchoices.co.uk/assets/CycleLeaflet_SwindonTown.pdf
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